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Basic Rules
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On the Same Tack

On Opposite Tacks

Tacking

A windward boat must keep clear of a
leeward boat when on the same tack
and overlapped.
Thus grey has to keep clear of red in
both situations.
(Part 2, Rule 11)
4

A boat sailing on a port-tack must
keep clear of a boat on a starboardtack.
Therefore Green has to keep clear of
Yellow in both situations.
(Part 2, Rule 10)
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A tacking boat must keep clear until
she is on a close-hauled course again
and thus completed her tack.
(Part 2, Rule 13)

On the Same Tack & No Overlap

Changing Course

Acquiring Right of Way

A boat clear astern must keep clear of
a boat sailing ahead when they are
both on the same tack and not
overlapped.
(Part 2, Rule 12)

A boat with the right-of-way which
changes her course must give any
other boat room to keep clear.
Grey has luffing rights over Red. If
Grey wants to change her course in
order to luff Red, she must give her
enough room to keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 16.1)

If a boat gains the right-of-way she
must give any keep-clear boat enough
room to keep-clear. This rule is a
general limitation rule that can restrict
the action of a right-of-way boat in
many situations.
For instance, Yellow tacks to
starboard but is too close to Grey,
who as the port-tack boat shall keep
clear but has no opportunity to avoid
the contact. Yellow broke rule 15.
(Part 2, Rule 15)
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Avoiding Contact
A boat is required to avoid contact
with any other boat if reasonably
possible. This rule is a general
limitation rule that can restrict the
action of right-of-way boats and
always applies.
However, a right-of-way boat will be
exonerated for breaking this rule if a
contact causes no injury or damage.
For instance, Green has luffing rights
over Red. Green slowly luffs Red and
thus gives her enough room to keep
clear. Both boats must avoid contact
but Red refuses to keep clear and
Green continues luffing. Red and
green broke rule 14, but Green will
not be penalized if nobody got hurt or
no damage was caused.
(Part 2, Rule 14)

Start
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Pre-Start Luffing

Barging

Fast Luffing at a Mark

Before the starting signal simply rule
11 applies. When on the same tack
and overlapped the windward boat
has to keep clear of the leeward boat.
As the leeward boat, Yellow, is
allowed to luff up to head to wind as
long as she gives the windward boat
room to keep clear.
Since boats do not have a proper
course before the starting signal, rule
17 (a leeward boat must not sail
above her proper course) does not
apply.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 16.1

Yellow and Green are overlapped on
the same tack and approaching the
starting mark
The right to mark-room does not
apply at a starting mark and thus the
windward boat must keep clear of the
boat to leeward.
Yellow can “close the door” on Green.
(Part 2, Rule11, Section C Preamble)

Although the windward boat is not
entitled to room at the starting mark,
leeward must be aware of rule 16.1
when approaching the line.
Therefore, Yellow must give Green
enough room to keep clear if she
changes her course.
If Yellow starts luffing too close to the
committee boat, then Green is not
able to keep clear without either
hitting Yellow or the committee boat.
Yellow has to bear away and can not
“close the door”.
(Part 2, Rule 14. 16.1)
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Barging Exception

Luffing Over the Line

Luffing After the Start

The situation changes if the starting
mark is not surrounded by navigable
water (e.g. land or pier)
On the final approach to cross the
starting line rule 18 requires the
outside boat (Yellow) to give markroom to the inside boat (Red).

Before the starting signal the leeward
boat can defend its position by luffing
the windward boat all the way to head
wind
Yellow’s course change might result in
Red being pushed over the line,
provided that she gives Red enough
time and room to keep clear
(Part 2, Rule 11, 16.1)

After the starting signal a leeward
boat must not sail above her proper
course if the overlap was established
from clear astern.
Therefore, on an upwind beat Green
must not close the gap to the
committee boat anymore by sailing
above close-hauled.
She must bear away to her proper
course (close-hauled).
Yellow is allowed to sail higher than
close-hauled since this is her proper
course while trying to squeeze around
the mark, Red must keep clear before
and after the start.
(Definition Proper Course; Part 2, Rule
17)

If the situation occurs before the final
approach to pass the starting line, the
land or pier is handled as an
obstruction.
Thus rule 19 applies which grants the
inside boat room to pass between the
obstruction and the outside boat.
(Part 2, Section C Preamble, Rule 18.2,
19.1, 19.29b))

Note: Mark-room does not apply at
starting mark since it is surrounded by
navigable water.
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Individual Recall

Being OCS

Moving Astern

If any part of a boat, including her
equipment and crew, is on the course
side at the starting signal she is scored
OCS (on course side).
OCS boats must re-start the race or be
disqualified.
Re-start procedures depend on which
flag has been displayed as the
preparatory signal
(Part 3, Rule 29.1)

OCS scored boats (Green) carry their
normal rights when sailing the course
until the moment they return towards
the pre-start area. From this moment
on they must keep clear of all other,
properly started boats.
Between several OCS-scored boats the
regular right-of-way rules apply.
Pink has the right-of-way even though
Green is on starboard tack.
(Part 2, Rule 22.1)

Boats that back a sail and thereby
move astern through the water must
keep clear.
Grey and Yellow are too early at the
line. In order to slow down they back
their mains. Both keep their normal
right of ways as long as they still move
forward or hold their position.
Red on port tack must keep clear of
Grey (Rule 10). Green must keep clear
of Yellow because she is clear astern
(Rule 12). Pink must keep clear of
Yellow since she is the windward boat
(Rule 11).
But if yellow and Grey start to move
backwards they lose all those rights
and must keep clear of any boat not
moving astern through the water.
(Part 2, Rule 22.3)
Note: A boat that is head to wind and
moves astern without backing a sail
does not lose her normal right of way.
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Re-Starting
Clearing an OCS score in order to restart depends on which flag has been
displayed as the preparatory signal.
If flag “P” has been displayed a boat
which is over the starting line before
her starting signal must clear herself
simply by returning to the pre-start
area. A dip re-start is allowed (Yellow).
If flag “I” has been displayed a boat
which is over the starting line or its
extensions within the last minute
before her starting signal must clear
herself by sailing around either end of
the line to the pre-start area. No dip
re-start allowed (Red)
If the “Z” flag has been displayed a
boat which is over the line in the final
minute before the start will receive a
20% scoring penalty. A premature
started boat must dip the line before
her re-start to clear the OCS but will
still keep its penalty(Yellow)
If the black flag has been displayed a
boat which is over the line in the final
minute before the start will be
disqualified without a hearing. She
must also not participate in any
possible re-starts of the same race.
Clearing a premature start is not
possible (Green)
(Part 3, Rule 30)

Upwind Leg
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On the Same Tack

Bearing Away

Luffing and Lee-Bowing

If two boats on the same tack are
overlapped and on an upwind beat,
the windward boat must keep clear of
the one to leeward. The leeward boat
must not sail above close-hauled,
which is her proper course, unless she
has luffing rights.

A windward boat may bear away to
cover a boat to leeward as long as she
gives the leeward boat enough room
to continue or change her course,
since the leeward boat has the right of
way.

Depending on how the overlap is
established between boats on the
same tack, a leeward boa may have
luffing rights over a windward boat. A
leeward boat acquires luffing rights
only if the overlap was not created
from clear astern and not within two
hull lengths to leeward of the
windward boat.

Green cannot point as high as Yellow
and as the windward boat has to keep
clear. She should tack away in order to
avoid contact with Yellow and risk a
penalty.
(Part 2, Rule 11)

In case the leeward boat has luffing
rights she is allowed to sail above her
proper course and luff the windward
boat but must give her sufficient room
to keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 16.1)

Yellow establishes the overlap by
tacking to leeward of Green and
therefore does not create the overlap
from clear astern. Yellow has acquired
luffing rights and is allowed to luff
Green up to head to wind any time.
Green must keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 17)
Note: Yellow has to keep clear during
her tack (Rule 13), must give Yellow
room to keep clear when she luffs
(Rule 15, 16.1) and should try to avoid
contact (Rule 14).
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Luffing Rights & Slam-Dunking

Acquiring Right of Way

Changing Course

First Yellow has to keep clear
throughout her whole tack (Rule 13).
Green acquires luffing rights if she
establishes the overlap before Yellow
is back on close-hauled course again.
Green may then luff Yellow up to head
to wind and Yellow must keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 17)

If a boat acquires the right of way she
must give any keep-clear boat enough
room to keep clear.
Yellow tacks to starboard but is too
close to Gray, who is on the port tack
and shall keep clear but has no
opportunity to avoid the contact.
Yellow broke rule 15.
(Part 2, Rule 15)

A boat with the right of way which
changes her course must give any
other boat room to keep clear.
If both boats continue their course
Pink keeps clear of Yellow who has the
right of way. Yellow must not change
her course in a way that would not
give Pink the opportunity to keep
clear.
(Part 2, Rule 10, 16.1)

Note: When luffing Green has to give
Yellow enough room to keep clear
(Rule 15, 16.1) and try to avoid
contact (Rule 14)
If the overlap would instead be
created from astern during yellows
maneuver, Green does not have
luffing rights and must not sail above
close-hauled (Rule 17)
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Above Close-Hauled

Anti Hunting Rule

Room to tack at Obstruction 1

A starboard-tack boat is allowed to
change her course when approaching
a port on port tack, provided that
there is enough room for the porttack boat to keep clear.
Yellow changed her course several
boat lengths before getting close to
Pink and leaves her enough time and
room to either tack or bear away.
Thus Yellow is allowed to sail above
close-hauled and Pink breaks rule 10
by not keeping clear of Yellow.
(Part 2, Rule 10, 16.1)
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If after the starting signal a port-tack
boat bears away to pass astern of a
starboard-tack boat in order to keep
clear, the boat on starboard tack must
not alter her course in a way that
would force the port-tack boat to
change her course even further to
continue keeping clear.
Thus Grey must not bear away or luff
to tack if those manoeuvers would
imply that Yellow needs to change her
course to keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 16.2)
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The starboard boat (Pink) is an
obstruction to Grey and Red. Red has
right-of-way over Grey (Rule 11) and is
entitled to hail for room to tack or
bear away astern of Pink to pass
obstruction.
If Red hails, Grey must either tack
immediately or reply “You tack!” and
must give room.
If Red bears away to pass astern of
Pink and grey does so too, Red as the
outside boat must give room to Grey.
(Part 2, Rule 20)
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Room to Tack at Obstruction 2

Giving Room at Obstruction

Land as Obstruction 1

Pink is only on obstruction to Red
since grey will cross in front of her,
but Red can still hail Grey for room to
tack. If Red hails, Grey has two
options in order to respond:
She can either tack immediately or
reply “You tack!” and then keep clear
of Red.
After Grey’s response Red must tack
as soon as possible.
(Part 2, Rule 20.1, 20.2)

If Red does not hail Grey for room to
tack and both boats decide to pass
astern of Pink, Grey has room over
Red as the inside boat at the
obstruction. There is no need for Grey
to hail for this room.
(Part 2, Rule 19.2(b))

The boats are approaching a
continuing obstruction. Red can hail
Grey for room to tack before she gets
too close to the shore line and runs
aground.
After Red hails, Grey must tack as
soon as possible or immediately reply
“You tack!” and keep clear of Red if
she tacks.
In either case Red must tack as soon
as possible after Grey’s response.
(Part 2, Rule 20.1, 20.2)
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Land as Obstruction 2

Obstructions & Rule 10

Pink is allowed to call “Room to tack”
but Red has the option to reply “You
tack!” and continue her course
towards the shore while keeping clear
of Pink.
Pink must tack as soon as possible
after Red’s response.
(Part 2, Rule 20.1, 20.2)

In a situation where boats are not on
the same tack simply rule 10 applies.
A port-tack boat (Grey) must keep
clear of starboard-tack boat (Red).
(Part 2, Rule 10)

Windward Mark
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The Zone

Mark-Room

On Opposite Tacks

A boat enters the zone if any of her
hull is within the area of three hull
lengths from the mark.
When boats of different hull lengths
approach the mark, the hull length of
the boat closer to the mark is used to
define the size of the zone.
(Definition Zone)

Mark-room rules apply if boats are
overlapped and on the same tack
when the first of them enters the
zone.
Therefore, the outside boat must give
mark-room to the inside boat to sail
to the mark and round it.
Yellow is overlapped inside of Red
when she enters the zone and thus
entitled to mark-room. In addition,
Red as the windward boat must keep
clear before and inside the zone.
(Definition mark-Room’ Part 2, Rule
11, 18.2(a))

Mark-room rules do not apply for
boats on opposite tacks on a
windward leg.
Instead, simply rule 10 is in force: A
port-tack boat must keep clear of a
starboard-tack boat.
Red has to keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 10, 18.1(a))
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On Opposite Tacks & Above Layline

Changing Course

Tacking in the Zone 1

A starboard-tack boat is allowed to
sail beyond her layline to the mark if
she holds her course. Any port-tack
boat must keep clear. Mark-room
rules do not apply.
Red is on port tack and must keep
clear of Green.
(Part 2, Rule 10, 18.1(b))

A starboard-tack boat has the right-ofway but must give any port-tack boat
sufficient room to keep clear when
she changes her course.
Pink must not luff in a way that would
not give Green the opportunity to
keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 16,1. 18.1(b))
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A boat that changes tack in the zone
must not force another boat, on the
same tack and fetching the mark, to
sail above close-hauled to avoid
contact.
Yellow must keep clear during her
tack until she sails on a close-hauled
course again. Green is fetching the
mark. Yellow tacked too early and
must shoot the mark in order to round
it, but by luffing she causes Red to sail
above close-hauled to avoid contact
and thus breaks rule 18.3.
(Part 2, Rule 13, 18.3(a))
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Tacking in the Zone 2

Clear Ahead at the Zone

Luffing When Overlapped

A boat that changes tack in the zone,
must give mark-room to a boat that
becomes overlapped inside her while
sailing on the same tack and fetching
the mark.
Green must keep clear while tacking.
Red is fetching the mark. If Red gets
an inside overlap during the rounding,
she is entitled to mark-room until she
has rounded the mark.
(Part 2, Rule 18.2(b))

A boat that enters the zone clear
ahead of another boat on the same
tack has mark-room over her.
Both boats are on the same tack but
not overlapped when Grey enters the
zone. Grey is clear ahead of Yellow at
the zone. Therefore, Yellow must give
mark-room.
Even if Yellow would create a leeward
overlap after Grey got inside the zone.
She must continue to give mark-room.
(Part 2, Rule 18.2(b))

When Overlapping boats are entering
the zone, the inside leeward boat is
allowed to sail above close-hauled if
this is her course to round the mark.
Grey and Yellow have been
overlapped for a while, with Yellow
assumingly not having luffing rights
Within the zone Yellow is now allowed
to sail a course above close-hauled to
squeeze around the mark. Grey has to
give mark-room.
(Definition Mark-Room, Proper
Course, Part 2 Rule 18.2(a))
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No Room to Tack 1

No Room to Tack 2

Room to Tack Exception

By definition, mark-room does not
include room to tack.
Even though Pink enters the zone
clear ahead of Grey and thus has
mark-room, she loses this right from
the moment she passes head to wind
in order to tack and fetch the mark. As
a tacking boat Pink must keep clear.
(Definition mark-Room; Part 2, Rule
13, 18.2(b), (c))

This situation is similar to the previous
one, except Pink must not only keep
clear while completing her tack but
also afterwards:
When Pink tacks, the boats are on
opposite tacks where no mark-rules
apply anymore. Pink as the port-tack
boat must continue to give way to
grey under rule 10.
(Definition mark-Room; Part 2, Rule
10, 13, 18.1(a), 18.2(b), (c))

The only exception when mark-room
also includes room to tack is, if a boat
entitled to mark-room needs to tack
to fetch the mark and has a windward
inside overlap to the boat that must
give mark-room.
Yellow fulfills all the conditions and
thus is entitled to room to tack.
(Definition mark-Room)

Note: Even if Pink tacks without
breaking rule 13 and thus gains the
right of way, she still must comply
with rule 15 and give Grey room to
keep clear. Therefore, tacking in front
of Grey is a risky move for her after
all.

Downwind Leg
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Overlapped on Opposite Tacks

Acquiring Right of Way

Clear Ahead on Opposite Tacks

A boat sailing on a port tack must keep
clear of a boat on a starboard tack.
The starboard-tack boat has the right
of way, but must give the port-tack
boat room to keep clear.
Yellow must keep clear of Red.
However, Red must not luff in a way
that does not give Yellow room to
keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 10, 16.1)
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If a boat acquires the right of way, she
must give any keep-clear boat enough
room to keep clear.
Green is the windward boat and must
keep clear. But after she gybes to
starboard she becomes the right-ofway boat and Yellow must keep clear.
However, Green must give her enough
room to do so.
(Part 2, Rule 10, 11, 15)
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Rule 12 does not apply for boats on
opposite tacks. Therefore, rule 10
applies and a starboard-tack boat has
the right-of-way over a port-tack
boat. Red is clear ahead of Green but
must keep clear because she sails on
a port tack.
(Part 2, Rule 10)

Clear Ahead on Same Tacks

Overlapped on the Same Tacks

Overtaking to Leeward

When boats are on the same tack, a
boat clear astern must keep clear of a
boat sailing clear ahead.
Pink is clear ahead and thus the rightof-way boat. Grey must keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 12)

A windward boat must keep clear of a
leeward boat when on the same tack
and overlapped. A leeward boat must
not sail above her proper course
unless she has luffing rights. But even
if she breaks that rule, the windward
boat must still keep clear (and may
protest). Pink is the windward boat
and must keep clear of Grey.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 17)

A boat that establishes a leeward
overlap from clear astern within two
hull lengths to leeward of the
windward boat must not sail above
her proper course.
Pink comes from behind and
overtakes Yellow to leeward. Thus,
the overlap is established from clear
astern and Pink is not allowed to sail
higher than her proper course.
(Part 2, Rule 17)
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Overtaking to Windward

Long Distance Overlap

Gybing to gain Luffing Rights

Depending on how an overlap is
established between boats on the
same tack, a leeward boat may have
luffing rights over a windward boat,
which allow her to sail above her
proper course.
A leeward boat acquires luffing rights
only if she does not create the overlap
coming from clear astern and within
two hull lengths to leeward of the
windward boat.
Red is faster than Grey and wants to
overtake to windward. Grey’s overlap
is not created from clear astern since
she was the leading boat before.
Therefore, Grey has luffing rights and
may luff Red up to head to wind, but
must give her enough room to keep
clear.
(Part 2, Rule 17)

Pink sails faster than red and creates
an overlap coming from clear astern.
But she still gains luffing rights,
because the overlap has been
established outside the two hull
lengths distance of the windward
boat.
Pink may sail above her proper course
and Red must keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 17)

Green gains luffing rights by gybing to
leeward of Yellow. After the gybe
both boats are on the same tack and
overlapped. Green may luff above her
proper course and Yellow must keep
clear.
(Part 2, Rule 17)
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Stopping Luffing Rights

Different Proper Courses

Proper Course when Overtaking

From the moment a windward boat
breaks the overlap by getting clear
ahead, the leeward boat must keep
clear and not sail above her proper
course.
Grey assumingly has luffing rights over
Yellow and is allowed to sail above her
proper course. Yellow must keep clear,
but when she breaks the overlap she
becomes the boat clear ahead and
therefore the right-of-way boat. Now
Grey must keep clear of her and
Yellow can bear away.
Even if Grey becomes overlapped
again when the boats bear away, she
must not sail above her proper course,
since the overlap is established from
clear astern (no luffing rights)
(Part 2, Rule 11, 12, 17)

Boats on a same beat can have
different proper courses.
Green sails a higher course than Pink,
who is going directly to the mark.
However, green’s proper course is not
necessarily the course directly to the
mark or the same as Pink’s. If Green
thinks her current course is the fastest
way to the next mark and her decision
is not based on the presence of Pink,
then she sails her proper course.
Thus, Pink must keep clear, even if this
means she must sail higher than her
own proper course.
(Definition Proper Course: Part 2,Rule
11, 17)

Grey overtakes Red to windward, but
assumingly does not have luffing
rights over Yellow. Thus, she must not
sail above her proper course. But
when Grey overtakes, her proper
course is to sail to windward of Red
and yellow must keep clear.
(Definition Proper Course: part 2,
Rule 11, 17)
Note: Red may luff Grey during the
whole time.
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Overlapped, Proper Course &
Obstructions

Room at Continuing Obstructions

When boats approach an obstruction,
a right-of-way boat can choose the
side she wants to pass it, Between
overlapped boats at an obstruction,
the outside boat must give room to
the inside boat.
Both boats are overlapped with Red
assumingly not having luffing rights.
Thus, she must not sail above her
proper course. But if her proper
course is to pass the island to
windward she can still luff yellow
before the obstruction.
Once both boats are at the
obstruction, Red becomes the inside
boat and Yellow must continue to
keep clear.
(Part 2, Rule 19.2 (a), (b))

If a keep-clear boat coming from clear
astern gets overlapped between
another boat and a continuing
obstruction, she is entitled to room
only, if at the moment the overlap is
established, there is sufficient room
for her to sail between them.
But if she sails into the gap even
though there is not enough room, she
is not entitled to room from the
outside boat and must continue to
keep clear for the time the overlap
last.
Pink has enough room to sail between
the coast line and Red when the
overlap begins, thus she is entitled to
room from the outside boat.
(Part 2, Rule 19.2))

Leeward Mark
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Overlapped on the Same Tack

Overlapped on Opposite Tacks

Clear Ahead

If boats are overlapped and one of
them enters the zone, the outside
boat must give mark-room to allow
the inside boat to sail to the mark and
round it.
Here both boats are overlapped
before and at the moment Grey
enters the zone. Green is on the inside
and thus entitled to mark-room from
Grey until she has finished her
rounding.
(Definition mark-Room; part 2,
18.2(b))

Different tacks are of no importance
for overlapped boats as soon as the
first of them is inside the zone.
Normal mark rules apply and thus the
boat on the inside has mark-room.
When entering the zone Pink is on a
starboard-tack but must give markroom to the port-tack boat on the
inside.
Mark-room also includes room for a
gybe when gybing is necessary to sail
the proper course to round the mark.
(Definition Mark-Room; Part 2,
18.2(b))

A boat that enters the zone clear
ahead of another boat has mark-room
over her.
Both boats are not overlapped when
Red enters the zone. Red is clear
ahead of Grey. Therefore Grey must
give mark-room.
Even if Grey creates an inside overlap
after Red got inside the zone, she
must still continue to give mark-room.
(Part 2, Rule 18.2(b), (c)(1))
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Breaking an Overlap

Late Overlap

Doubt about Breaking an Overlap

If boats are overlapped when they get
inside the zone, the outside boat must
give mark-room to the inside boat,
even if the overlap breaks before the
round the mark.
Pink must continue to give mark-room
until Grey has rounded the mark.
(Part 2, Rule 18.2©(1))

If there is doubt at the zone whether a
boat has established an inside overlap
in time, then the involved boats must
assume she has not.
Red is clear ahead of Yellow before
the zone. When Red enters the zone it
is doubtful, whether Yellow has
established an overlap and thus must
assume she has not. Therefore, Yellow
enters the zone clear astern of Red
and must give mark-room.
(Part 2, Rule 18.2, (b), (d))
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If there is doubt at the zone whether a
boat has broken an overlap in time,
then the involved boats must assume
she has not.
The boats are overlapped before the
zone. When Red enters the zone it is
doubtful, whether she has broken the
lap early enough and thus must
assume she did not.
Therefore, Red enters the zone as the
outside boat and must give markroom to Yellow.
(Part 2, Rule 18.2, (b),(d))
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Luffing Outside the Zone

On Opposite Tacks Outside the Zone

Gybing at a Mark 1

When boats are overlapped on the
same tack outside the zone, the
leeward boat may force the windward
boat away from the zone, if she has
luffing rights.
Green assumingly has luffing rights
and luffs Pink to break the overlap
before one of the boats arrives at the
zone. If Green succeeds and enters
the zone clear ahead of Pink, she has
avoided a situation where she owes
mark-room to Pink.
(Part 2, Rules 11, 16.1, 17)

A port-tack boat is required to keep
clear of a starboard-tack boat outside
the zone. This allows Green to force
Red to the wrong side of the mark, as
long as she does not get inside the
zone. However, if Green changes her
course, she must give Red room to
keep clear.
(Part 2, Rules 10, 16)

An inside boat entitled to mark-room,
that has to gybe to sail her proper
course to round the mark, must not
sail further away from the mark than
necessary to perform her gybe. The
inside boat must comply with this rule
even if she had luffing rights before
the zone.
Green has mark-room over gray and
therefore must gybe at the mark to
sail her proper course. Grey must give
mark-room and keep clear of Green,
but may choose to continue her
current course and not gybe.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 18.4)

Note: if Green enters the zone and the
boats are overlapped, Green becomes
the outside boat and must
immediately bear away in order to
give mark-room.
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Gybing at a Mark 2

Wide Rounding

Gybing at a Gate Mark 1

Similar to the previous situation, an
inside boat is not allowed to delay her
gybe at the mark if her proper course
is to gybe. This limits the rights of a
starboard-tack boat inside the zone.
Green must not force the port-tack
boat to keep clear by sailing further
away from the mark than necessary to
sail her proper course. She must gybe
at the mark.
(Part 2, 10, 18.4)

When a boat, required to give markroom, creates an inside overlap on the
boat entitled to mark-room, she must
not only give the boat mark-room but
also room to sail her proper course
when rounding the mark.
Accordingly, the entitled room does
not protect the mark-room boat when
she sails above her proper course
during the rounding.
Yellow is the outside boat and keeps
clear of Pink. The next leg is an
upwind beat, so in normal
circumstances Pink’s proper course is
close-hauled.
Pink rounds the mark too wide and
Yellow seizes the opportunity to sail
into the gap. Pink must not sail clearly
above close-hauled to prevent Yellow
from getting between her and the
mark.
(Part 2, Rule 18.2(c)(2))

At a gate mark, an inside overlapped
boat entitled to room is not obligated
to gybe at a particular time to sail her
proper course around the mark (rule
18.4 does not apply). If in addition,
the inside boat also has luffing rights,
she is allowed to sail above her proper
course to the mark.
Thus, the inside boat may delay her
gybe or even choose to sail to the
other mark with the outside boat
continuously required to keep clear,
as long as she is the give-way boat.
Yellow assumingly has luffing rights
and is overlapped inside. She is
allowed to sail further away from the
mark than needed and push Red
outside the zone.
Yellow may gybe late to round her
port-hand mark or change her mind
and sail to the other mark.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 17, 18.4)
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Gybing at a Gate Mark 2
As in the previous situation, rule 18.4
does not apply and thus the inside
starboard boat is not required to gybe
to sail her proper course around the
mark. Any outside keep-clear boat
must keep clear of her under rule 10.
Green may gybe late to force Pink to
gybe away from the right gate mark.
Pink must keep clear. Green may also
choose to not gybe at all and round
the other mark.
(Part 2, Rule 10, 18.4)
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Finishing

Clearing the Line

Touching a Mark

To finish a race, a boat must cross the
finish line from the course side with
any part of her hull, crew or
equipment in normal position. She has
not finished if she thereafter takes a
penalty, corrects an error made at the
finish line, or proceeds to sail the
course.
Red has finished but is still racing.
Yellow has crossed the line but hits
the mark and thus has not finished
yet.
(Definition Finish)

A boat that has finished is still racing
as long as she has not sailed clear the
finish line and the marks. Therefore,
even if a boat has already finished a
race by crossing the line, she still
needs to comply with the racing rules
within the immediate area of the
finish.
Grey finished but is still racing. Since
she does not keep clear of the
starboard boat she breaks rule 10 and
would be penalized.
(Definition Racing)

A boat that hits a finishing mark while
racing must complete a one-turn
penalty before she can cross the line a
second time in order to finish
correctly.
Green touches the mark while
finishing. After doing her penalty turn
(1 Gybe + 1 Tack) she needs to cross
the finish line again coming across the
course side.
(Part 3, Rule 31; Part 4 Rule 44.1)
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Crossing the Line

Mark-Room 1

Mark-Room 2

It is not necessary for a boat to cross
the finish line entirely in order to
finish a race.
Yellow has finished, even though she
bears away on the finish line.
(Part 3, Rule 28.1)

Mark-room rules also apply at the
finish. If boats approach an upwind
finish overlapped on the same tack
and one of them enters the zone, the
outside boat must give mark-room to
the inside boat to sail the mark.
Both boats are overlapped on the
port tack when Red enters the zone.
Green is on the inside and entitled to
mark-room from Red. Red is not
allowed to push Green to the wrong
side of the mark.
(Definition mark-Room; Part 2 Rule
18.2(b))

At a downwind finish mark different
tacks are of no importance. If
overlapped when the leading boat
enters the zone, the inside boat has
mark-room.
Green sails on starboard tack but must
give mark-room to Red on port. Green
must not force her to gybe or sail to
the wrong side of the mark.
(Definition Mark-Room; Part 2, Rule
18.2(b))
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Mark-Room 3

Room to Tack

Mark-Room Limitation 1

Mark-room includes room to sail to
the mark if a boat’s proper course
does take her close to it.
Pink has mark-room over Gray. When
Gray luffs her inside the zone she
breaks rule 18, because Pink keeps
clear as the windward boat, but as a
result cannot sail towards the mark.
(Definition Mark-Room; Part 2, Rule
11, 18.2(b))

When boats approach the finish on a
close-hauled course, the committee
boat may rank as an obstruction.
Thus, a boat can hail for room to tack
and avoid another boat on the same
tack. But since the committee boat is
also a mark, a boat can only hail for
room to tack if the other boat is not
fetching the mark.
Both boats are not fetching the mark.
Green is entitled to ask for room to
tack. Yellow must either tack
immediately or reply “You tack!” and
must then keep clear of Green.
But in case Yellow pinches above
close-hauled and fetches the mark,
Green’s hail breaks rule 20.1(c) and
she can get penalized. However,
Yellow still needs to respond to the
hail the same way she would if she
does not fetch the mark or risks to get
penalized, as well
(Part 2, Rule 20.1, 20.2)

A boat that enters the zone clear
ahead of another boat has mark-room
over her. But mark-room only
contains room to sail to the mark if a
boat’s proper course is to sail close to
it. If not her mark-room rights are
limited to pass the mark on the
correct side.
If Green’s fastest way (proper course)
to finish is to continue on closehauled, but she bears away towards
the mark, her mark-room rights are
limited.
When Red gets overlapped to
leeward, Green must keep clear as the
windward boat and cannot force her
to pass the mark on the wrong side.
(Definition Mark-Room; Part 2, Rule
11, 18.2(b))
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Mark-Room Limitation 2

Luffing the Outside Boat

The situation is similar to the previous
one but at a downwind finish.
Pink is not protected by the markroom rules if her proper course does
not lead her close to the mark. Thus, if
she bears away and yellow gets
overlapped to leeward, she must keep
clear as the windward boat and
cannot close the door on Yellow.
(Definition Mark-Room; Part 2, Rule
11, 18.20b))

At a finish mark, an inside overlapped
boat entitled to room must not gybe
around the mark, because rule 18.4
does not apply. Moreover, if the
inside boat did not get her overlap
from clear astern, she may sail above
her proper course (luffing rights) until
no other rules apply.
Gray has mark-room at the finish
mark and assumingly luffing rights.
Thus, she is allowed to luff Red and
sail above her fastest course to the
finish line. But when the overlapped
boats arrive at the mark zone of the
committee boat, Red becomes inside
boat and is entitled to mark-room
from Gray.
(Part 2, Rule 11, 17, 18.29b), 18.4)

Note: If Pink gybes to starboard tack
she is allowed to sail any course she
likes.

